Case Study: Developing and Building a Brand

Overview
A global childrenswear manufacturer markets both national and private brand products in department and mid-tier
stores. The manufacturer used Enhanced Retail Solutions (ERS) to identify an opportunity which resulted in the launch of
a $30 million hybrid brand at a major retailer. The coordinated efforts of the manufacturer and ERS generated success
from the developmental stage through monitoring of the program execution. In the end, the launch surpassed the goals
and expectations of both retailer and manufacturer due to the use of innovative and non-traditional methods derived
from Enhanced Retail Solutions’ products, services and partnership.

The Enhanced Retail Solutions’ Partnership
Using Enhanced Retail Solutions’ services, the manufacturer was able to identify a major market opportunity using its
products to fill a void in the market for a higher priced, fashion-forward hybrid brand at a major retailer. As it does with
all its clients, Enhanced Retail Solutions performed an active and integral role assisting the manufacturer’s team,
providing information and analysis crucial to the development, management, and monitoring of this new brand.
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From A to Z
This case study provides an outline of the strategy and tools employed from the beginning of the process-- selling the
brand in, to monitoring performance and providing the retailer with actionable recommendations to constantly improve
the business. The report formats, concepts and end results are all true, but for confidentiality reasons we have masked
the names of the client and retailer as well as the numbers.
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Selling the Concept to the Retailer
Enhanced Retail Solutions’ “Placemat” concept captures the buyer’s imagination both creatively and analytically. The
placemat is a one page overview designed by ERS in collaboration with the manufacturer that shows everything a buyer
needs to know to make an informed decision. ERS injects its deep retail knowledge, best practices and expertise into the
concept. This adds perspective that the client alone does not possess. The placemat was a hit with the buyers, DMM’s
and GMM’s when it was presented. It portrayed our client’s image as “out of the box” thinkers who could understand
and appreciate the retailer’s perspective. From the initial meeting, the retailer was able to envision how the brand could
be executed.
A: The merchandise planning and brand positioning information shows the buyer how the brand will “fit” in their
current strategy, and available marketing tools.
B: Planning segments and Pricing strategy provide a recommendation of how to position the brand and items.
C: The sales forecast provides the buyer and retail planner with an understanding the size of the commitment and
payoff of the brand.
D: A sample assortment recommendation by store shows the impact at store level and saves the buyer and retail
planner time in the assortment planning process.
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Monitoring Performance
Enhanced Retail Solutions knows in today’s retail environment the manufacturer is held more accountable by the
retailer for their brand’s performance. Our expertise enables us to provide our clients with a quick and complete study
of the business from both a high level and a very detailed level and provide actionable recommendations. We do this in
3 stages:
1. Week to Week Tracking (High Level)
Each week, ERS provides its clients, like this manufacturer, with a tracking report for sales; sell through %, and margins
for each sku, and the collection in total. It provides a quick way to compare the performance between items.
A: The report includes the current and previous 2 week’s sales (unit and dollar) performance. This helps establish a
baseline of average weekly sales.
B: The Sell Through (ST %) reflects each item’s turnover and is the key measurement used by retailers to determine
how good an item is. A high sell through is generally better, although it can also indicate that inventory levels
are too low. In this example the sleeveless crew is the #1 item, and is almost completely sold through after 7
weeks. Conversely, the double wash jean is not selling as planned. Using this information ERS recommended
making adjustments to the next season’s assortment to capitalize on the trends.
C: The average unit retail for both the current week and for the life of the item (LTD) shows at what price each item
is being sold. If the current week AUR is lower than the life to date AUR, it generally indicates promotional
activity has taken place. After 7 weeks it can be seen that no promotional activity has taken place (the week and
LTD AUR are close). This retailer’s benchmark is to be 80% sold through after 12 weeks and this line should easily
meet that benchmark.
D: At the end of the day it’s the gross margin (GM %) that matters. By tracking the sales every week and monitoring
promotional activity using ERS’ services, more accurate predictions of where the gross margins will be at the end
of the season can be generated. If margins are forecasted to fall below expectations, actions can be
implemented to minimize the shortfall in profit. Based on the performance shown in the ERS week-to-week
report, markdowns will be minimal and the product line’s margin goal of 48% will be met.
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2. Mid Season Performance Tracking

Item Performance Quartile Report
ERS’ item performance analysis report ranks and quartiles items based on their sales and sell through performance for
the first 6 weeks of selling (full price sales). A benchmark is determined and 4 quartiles are established around it. The
data are presented in both numeric and visual formats for easy understanding.
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Enhanced Retail Solutions analyzes each season by SKU to allow our clients to optimize and fine tune their assortments.
This includes benchmarking each category and item’s performance against the total, reviewing store level performance,
and determining the demographic characteristics of the top selling doors. Partnering with our client’s design department
ensures opportunities and trends are acted upon, and the retailer can adjust the distribution of products to stores.

A: ERS helps the manufacturer fine tune next season’s assortment increasing items in the 1st quartile, and reducing
items in the 4th quartile. The visual representation of the data provides the manufacturer’s design team a simple
way to see trends. In this case it is clear that tops did better than bottoms. Based on this report ERS
recommended the manufacturer request the retailer add 2 additional fleece items and reducing the number of
jeans for holiday replenishment. This was implemented and productivity in the following period went up.
A
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The information
is presented in
both a raw data
format, as well
as
a
visual
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Contribution to Sales by Store Rank
ERS next ranked stores based on performance and quartile them, just as we did with items. This shows whether all
stores are equally productive, or if imbalances exist. From this analysis, ERS recommended allocation changes (reducing
the store count to 800, and increasing shipments in the top 500 stores). After reviewing with our client, the retailer
implemented the changes and productivity increased over time.
A: Stores in the first quartile make up 31.5% of sales, but received only 25.1% of the inventory. These stores
require more inventory.
B: The fourth quartile only makes up 18.2% of sales, yet received 24.9% of the inventory. These stores currently
have more inventory on hand due to their slower rate of sale. The stores in this quartile need to be reviewed for
elimination or reduced allocation.
C: The graphs visually show how the first quartile represents a larger percent of the sales, against almost equal
shipments to all stores.
D: Enhanced Retail Solutions’ Geographic mapping of stores in each quartile visually shows if certain regions of the
county are performing better than others. Blue representing the top quartile-- it becomes evident the
Southwest and West have more blue than most other areas. The Northeast also has pockets of strong
performance.
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Units Shipped
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Store Group Demographics Report
This ERS report shows the demographic characteristics of the store’s communities for each quartile. By understanding
the communities in each of the store groups, ERS assists the manufacturer to fine tune the assortment mix, design and
store distribution to fit more closely with the strongest buying demographic profiles. The retailer found this report
extremely compelling, especially since it showed that the brand was capturing their target consumer. The divisional
merchandising manager summed it up best when she said, “We appreciate that you have studied our business more
than other vendors and even more than we have”.
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A: This report compares the demographics for each Store Group’s quartile to the US Average and Retailer
Customer Demographic Average. Generally, a 5% difference is considered significant. In this case, top
performing stores are located in communities with a high percentage of Hispanics (28.3% vs. 12.5% and 15.2%)
and high income levels ($53,624 vs. $41,994 and $50,125). From this analysis, the manufacturer increased
product levels in stores located in Hispanic markets.
B: Evidenced by this ERS report, stores located in communities with a higher White population did not perform as
strongly. ERS recommended a decreased inventory in stores in the 4th quartile which had the highest White
population.

Product Size Analysis
Size forecasting is very important, as it can lead to lost sales or high markdowns. ERS reviewed the planned (shipped)
ratio by clothing sizes with sales ratio for each size during the first 6 weeks of sales (full price). In this case, ERS does this
for both tops and bottoms, though any product categorization can be examined. Overall, the ratios between planned
and sold are very close; therefore, ERS recommended no action be taken in reconfiguring size pre-packs.

Bottoms
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3. Annual Performance Review
On an annual basis, Enhanced Retail Solutions recommends a formal review of brand performance with its client and
their retail partner. The key people involved include the sales account manager, product manager, company principal,
buyer, assistant buyer, and Divisional Merchandise Manager. This review combines a recap of the total business by ship
date with some of the mid-season reports.
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Performances by Season Recap
The performance-by-season recap reviews the sales, productivity and profitability of each ship period. Simply stated, it is
a summary of the various item performance reports. As ERS monitored and made recommendations from the very first
shipment, it is evident the brand’s performance has improved. Gross profit has steadily increased.
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Rack Productivity Report
Another key measurement of performance at retail is turnover. More specifically, at this retailer it is defined as units and
dollars sold on each rack. In this ERS report, items are grouped by how they are merchandised at store level. This
product line’s productivity expectation is 100 units and $1,400 per rack. Those targets were exceeded in all but 1 ship
period (September). By constantly fine tuning the assortment and allocation by store, ERS’ client and the retailer were
able to increase productivity over time.
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Conclusion
For over 2 years, in partnership with our client, Enhanced Retail Solutions has proven that consistent, disciplined analysis
of the business in great detail has an extremely high payoff. To date, this brand has grossed over $40 million dollars with
a gross profit of 43.5%, well above the industry average for this category. 55% of its inventory sells within the first 6
weeks of going on the sales floor. Not only is the brand gaining momentum, but ERS’ client has become a “trusted
advisor” to the retailer. Traditionally, manufacturers monitor their brands performance at a very broad level, if at all.
Since ERS’ recommendations are based on analytical research; we eliminate risky guessing. ERS concentrates on the
analytics and recommendations to allow our client to do what they do best: Design and create fashionable merchandise.
By analyzing each store and each sku, ERS locates and maximizes opportunities that would have otherwise gone
unnoticed. Enhanced Retail Solutions works with each client every step of the way. We are part of their team. We are
able to increase client profitability by increasing productivity within the stores. It is one of the most successful brands
this retailer has ever had.
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